
       

              Supply Wish List 
 

*Glue-on Bowties and flowers (Offray or other mini-craft type) or Handmade bowties (no larger than 3”) 

*Small charms (crosses, angel wings, angels, heart, dove, halo, etc) 

*Fiber-fill stuffing for keepsake pillows 

*Cotton or Flannel Fabric (Broadcloth, Quilters Cotton, Keepsake, Nursery Flannel, etc.) 

- Baby prints are perfect for the blankets used in Wrap Sets and can be used to accent Wraps 

- Neutral prints and solids are also perfect and needed the most  

(elephants, sheep, monkey, nursery rhymes themed, etc) 

- 1 yard of flannel can help make up to 12 blankets for Wraps. 

- Remnant pieces are OK  

*Craft Cord 4mm size (Macrame Cord in White color is perfect. It is near the yarn section.) 

*White Thread ($1 spools from Walmart are perfect) 

*Sewing Machine needles (Universal sizes 70/10 and 80/12 are most used) 

*Rotary cutter blades (45mm and 60mm) 

*Clear Stretch Cord (0.5mm) 

*Necklace and/or Bracelet beads and supplies for keepsake bracelets.  

             - Strands of different colored, shape, size beads are perfect and go a long way. 

*Ribbon, Lace/trim for embellishments and accents 

- ¼” and 3/8” single-satin faced ribbon sizes are what we use the most for ties  

-Other sizes and styles can be used as accent pieces 

*Elastic Headband Ribbon 1"-1.5” size 

*15-30 gallon size Storage Totes/Bins for dress storage 

*Gallon sized Ziploc bags (used for each set) 

 

*Storage Unit expenses- ask how you can sponsor a month of storage costs! 

            

Gift cards and Cash donations are greatly appreciated and will allow us to purchase supplies as needed and cover 

room/storage rentals, website costs, and postage- Walmart, Jo-Ann, Hobby Lobby, Amazon, E-Bay (big discounts 

                          on larger lots of embellishments, lace, beads, etc), VistaPrint (for business cards) 

 

If you would like to be a volunteer seamstress/tailor, crocheter, knitter, jewelry maker, paper or jewelry crafter, etc, please fill  

                         out the volunteer form on our website. There are many non-crafting ways to help, just ask! 

             www.AngelGownsOfNorthTexas.org     

AngelGownsOfNorthTexas@yahoo.com          facebook.com/groups/AngelGownsNorthTexas      
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